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Abstract

A silicon-based microfabricated fuel cell has been developed to provide a high energy and power density power source on the millimeter size
scale. An integrated silicon microscale membrane electrode assembly (Si-�MEA) consisting of a Nafion 112TM membrane bonded between
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wo electrodes on microstructured silicon substrates forms the core element of this polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell. The us
eshes that serve the purpose of catalyst support, current collector, and structural element provides a promising alternative to th
as diffusion layer-based MEAs for the development of robust, high-performance microfuel cells. The cell performance was cha
sing hydrogen, methanol, and concentrated formic acid–water fuels at the anode, and oxygen at the cathode. The catalyst used
as Pt black. Preliminary results show that the microfabricated fuel cell running on formic acid may be a promising alternative fo
pplications running at ambient temperature and pressure, provided additional work on catalyst improvement, assembly, and p
erformed so that the power density achieves that of traditional forced fed PEM fuel cell design.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Recently, microfabricated polymer electrolyte membrane
PEM) fuel cells are being developed by many research
roups to generate power for MEMS and IC devices[1–17].
he proliferation of portable electronic devices such as cel-

ular telephones, PDAs, laptops, etc. has led to an increased
emand for cheap, efficient, and lightweight power sources.
oreover, very small systems that employ MEMS sensors,
ctuators, and RF communications are being developed for

arge-scale distributed networks. A major problem for these
EMS devices is that they need to operate for sustained
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periods of time (longer than 30 days) with relatively h
power demands on the order of milliwatts. These criteria
driving the development of both high energy (1 KJ/cm3) and
power density (10 W/cm3) on-chip electrical sources[6]. This
paper reports on the design, fabrication, and characteriz
of a silicon-based microfabricated fuel cell as a high en
and power density power source on the millimeter size s

Unfortunately, batteries, while ideal for supplyi
solid-state electrical power, are often limited in the abilit
simultaneously deliver high energy and power densities
a great deal of research and development has been exp
to continuously improve their performance[18]. Microfabri-
cated fuel cells may offer another solution, if some of the
stantial challenges faced in supplying both high energy
power densities are solved. To supply both high energy
power density, fuel cell systems are often operated at ele
temperatures and pressures[19]. Also, these fuel cell system
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often utilize ancillary equipment such as heaters, pumps,
fuel reformers, and water and air management systems to
address specific issues and problems encountered with fuel
cells. Such ancillary devices can be difficult to scale down
in size with a proportionate decrease in energy consumption
due to parasitic loses. The total percentage of parasitic losses
often increases as size decreases, reducing energy and power
densities attainable. Minimizing ancillary systems, therefore,
is one of our goals in developing an on-chip fuel cell.

The fuel used in fuel cell systems sets the upper limits
of power and energy densities that can be achieved. For in-
stance, hydrogen gas is known to be a high power but low
energy density fuel unless packaged under very high pres-
sures. The use of liquid fuels such as methanol (MeOH) can
potentially achieve several orders of magnitude higher energy
density than H2. However, slow oxidation reaction kinetics
at ambient conditions and severe fuel crossover through the
Nafion membrane that typically separates the anode and cath-
ode, reduce the actual performance from the theoretical. Kel-
ley et al. demonstrated miniaturized direct methanol fuel cells
(DMFC) in 2000[1,2] with a performance comparable to tra-
ditional large-scale systems. Other miniature fuel cells and
design approaches have also been studied[3–8], where most
of these approaches have used methanol as a fuel and were not
necessarily post-CMOS compatible. Shah et al. fabricated a
Si- and Nafion membrane-based FC using micromachining
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Fig. 1. A photograph of six Si-�MEAs in operation with 10 M HCOOH as
the liquid fuel passively delivered to anode and oxygen from the air as the
oxidant illuminating LEDs at room temperature.

the anode to the cathode, causing a mixed potential and the
subsequent drop in cell performance. In contrast, HCOOH
crossover through Nafion membranes as a result of natural
diffusion seems to be considerably lower at room temper-
ature, yet these measurements do not account for electro-
osmotic drag[25]. Crossover of formic acid through a mem-
brane electrode assembly (MEA) in a working fuel cell sys-
tem has not yet been quantified, and cannot be ruled out based
on our data. Low open-circuit cell potential is one indicator
of such a mixed potential, which will be discussed later.

This paper reports the design, fabrication, and perfor-
mance of a monolithic silicon-based microscale membrane
electrode assembly (Si-�MEA) consisting of an integrated
metallic current collector and a standard Nafion membrane
with microfabricated Si structural elements. This integrated
Si-�MEA represents a promising alternative to traditional
multilayer gas diffusion MEAs in the development of robust,
high-performance microfuel cells. Miniature fuel cells
were successfully fabricated using silicon microfabrication
techniques adapted from the MEMS and microelectronic
industries (Fig. 1). Room temperature fuel cell performance
characteristics for three fuel–oxidant combinations will
be presented and the performance limitations of these
Si-�MEAs as well as further opportunities to increase their
performance will be discussed.

2
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a Au
l with
echnology[9]. More recently, Shah et al. also utilized PDM
nd soft lithographic techniques to develop a polymer-b
icroPEM fuel cell[10].
Rice et al.[20] and Ha et al.[21] have demonstrated the p

ential of HCOOH as a fuel in a traditionally manufactu
EM fuel cell, in particular its advantages over metha
hen operated at room temperatures. Although it has l
nergy density than MeOH (50% less comparing neat

ions), formic acid’s higher reaction kinetics can yield o
hree orders of magnitude gains in power density. Addit
lly, reduced fuel crossover allows formic acid fuel cells t
un at much higher concentrations (20–80%) versus M
∼6%), which can potentially lead to higher fuel mixtu
nergy densities, and thus fuel cell systems with a hi
ower density (or a smaller fuel cell system to provide
ame power). Zhu et al. reported that in a traditionally m
factured flow-through fuel cell, 3 M formic acid provid
4 mA/cm2 at 0.3 V and 18◦C with a forced oxygen strea
t the cathode[22], while the same cell run with 1 M MeOH

he fuel under the same conditions only provided 45 mW/2

t 0.2 V. This gain is a key to the usefulness of such a m
urized cell. Most importantly, retaining the ability to sup
igh power densities at ambient temperature and humid
ell as to eliminate many ancillary systems is crucial fo
n-chip microfuel cell. Choban et al. have also used fo
cid as a fuel in membraneless fuel cells that exploit lam
ow to keep the cathodic and anodic streams separate
iffusional contact[8].

A particularly troubling problem with DMFCs is th
rossover of methanol through the Nafion membrane
. Experimental

The Si-�MEA is comprised of two silicon electrode
ith catalyst deposited directly on them, supportin
afion 112TM membrane between them. The two electro
re identical gold-covered Si structures, where the

ayers serve as the current collector and are covered
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the Si-�MEA fabrication process: (a) sputter Au layer on double-side polished wafer; (b) pattern Au layer with liftoff process; (c) spincoat
and cure a polyimide layer; (d) perform the double-sided photolithography to pattern etch pits; (e) etch Si in ICP-DRIE to form Au/Si electrode; (f) dice the
wafer into a single die; (g) RIE etch the polyimide layer with a shadow mask to expose current collecting region; (h) electroplate Pt black on Au layer; (i)
sandwich both electrodes with Nafion 112 in a hot press bonder.
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electrodeposited Pt black catalyst for both the anode and
cathode. A schematic of the processing sequence for the
fabrication and assembly of the Si-�MEA is shown inFig. 2.

2.1. Fabrication of silicon electrode grids

The Si-based electrode structures were fabricated using
traditional MEMS fabrication processes from a 100 mm
double-side polished wafer (Silicon Quest, 500�m thick,
〈1 0 0〉 oriented, 100� cm of the nominal resistivity). To
enhance the current collection of the silicon electrodes,
a 1000Å Au layer with a 100Å Cr adhesion layer was
deposited using DC magnetron sputtering (∼10−2 Torr of Ar
background pressure) and patterned with a liftoff process.

The front of the wafer was coated with a PMDA-ODA
polyimide layer (PI-2808, HD Microsystem) used as an
adhesion and spacer layer between the silicon die and the
nafion membrane. The spacer layer is required to accom-
modate the volume of the catalyst that is grown up from the
surface of the current collector. In addition, the polyimide
film in combination with a native oxide serves to electrically
isolate the cell halves. The film is deposited by spincoating
polyamic acid and then thermally imidized under vacuum.
The polyimide layer was patterned using photolithography
and subsequent RIE to form the mask for etching the silicon.
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resistance losses within the cell versus traditional catalyst
inks applied to the membrane. The plating bath consisted of
120 ml of DI water, 5 g of dihydrogen hexachloroplatinate
(H2PtCl6·6H2O, Alfa AESAR), and 30 mg of lead acetate
(Pb(CH2COOH)2·3H2O, Alfa AESAR). The amount of Pb
incorporated into the final dendritic Pt structures was below
the detection limit of XPS, and thus negligible. High surface
area structures were achieved by carrying out the deposition
at relatively high current densities of about 1 A/cm2.

2.2. Silicon-�MEA preparation

The two Si electrodes and Nafion membrane are sand-
wiched and hot-pressed to form the membrane electrode
assembly, where a PI adhesion promoter (VM652, HD
Microsystem) was employed at the interface promoting the
adhesion between the Nafion membrane and the PMDA-
ODA surface. The membrane electrode assembly was
bonded at 120◦C under a pressure of∼200 N/cm2 in the EV-
420 bonder. Prior to bonding, the Nafion 112TM membrane
(Fisher Scientific) was protonated by soaking it at 80◦C in se-
quence in dilute H2O2, DI water, dilute H2SO4, and DI water
for 1 h each. Following assembly, the complete Si-�MEAs
were stored in DI water to keep the membranes hydrated.
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n the second photolithographic process, the front pattern
ligned to the etch pits on the back of the wafer. The grid
i structure of the electrodes was etched through u

CP-DRIE (Plasma-Therm SLR 770) to form a mesh w
0�m wide ribs separated by a 150�m pitch. The polyimide

ayer is then removed from the electrode region as well a
ontact pads to expose the Au layer. The polyimide etc
s accomplished with an oxygen plasma in the RIE sys
March Instruments, Jupiter III) using a silicon shadow m

A catalytic layer of Pt black was electroplated directly o
he current collector to create a direct electron-conduc
ath between the catalyst and the current collector.
irect path is intended to reduce the contact and

ig. 3. A schematic of the Si-�FC test apparatus. It can supply dry or hu
ells. Current control is achieved by supplying opposing voltage bias
.3. Fuel cell testing setup

The cell was tested with a custom-built fuel cell tes
ystem as shown inFig. 3. Gases (H2 and O2) are delivered
o the cell through mass flow controllers (MKS, MC20) a
umidifiers (bubbling through water). The cell is mounte
glass-filled TeflonTM composite test fixture (PTFE, K-m
lastics) that facilitates gas flow over the electrode sur
s well as electrical interconnection of the current colle

hrough jumper contacts. Voltage and current measurem
ere performed utilizing LabView 5.0 software coupled
National Instruments Field Point DAQ system, whic

lso used to regulate the load on the cell. Current–vo

d oxygen, air, hydrogen, liquid methanol, formic acid and water to the�FC
ell, which is recorded by computer.
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curves were generated by recording data points for a number
of different loads from the open cell to 0 V, while allowing
the system to reach steady state before recording data points.
All tests were performed near room temperature (∼20◦C)
following a preconditioning routine that consisted of operat-
ing the cell with H2 and O2 at no load conditions for 15 min,
followed by 15 min at short circuit. This sequence was re-
peated twice. The preconditioning was required to hydrate
the membrane, as significant drying occurs during the bond-
ing process.

Following preconditioning, the cell was tested using three
different combinations of fuel and oxygen. The formic acid
(ACS grade, 96% from ACROS) solutions and the methanol
(Fischer) solutions were obtained by dilution with DI wa-
ter. The liquid fuels were delivered to the anode with a sy-
ringe pump (PHD 2000 i/w, Harvard Apparatus) through the
glass-filled TeflonTM composite test fixture. Both H2 and O2
gas were regulated with flow controllers (MKS, MC20) and
passed through a 18.3 M� cm Millipore water to humidify the
streams before delivery to the Si-�MEA. When testing the
Si-�MEA with the liquid fuels (MeOH and HCOOH), higher
oxygen flow rates were used to ensure that the cell would not
be limited by oxygen transport on the cathode side. All errors
in each point reported in theIV plots are estimated as±5%.
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in wafer scale MEMS fabrication. In this work, we fabricated
an entire wafer of MEA dies with integrated catalyst in batch
mode by electroplating the catalyst directly onto the current
collector, without handwork or single process catalyst appli-
cation.Table 1compares some of the main design, operation,
and performance differences between traditional PEMFC
designs and the Si-�MEA-based fuel cell design studied in
this work.Fig. 4(a) shows a photograph of a fully integrated
Si-�MEA. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image
of a silicon electrode substrate grid is shown inFig. 4(b). An
array of 100�m square holes in the electrode structures may
facilitate (i) reduction in the transport resistance of fuel to the
catalyst and (ii) rapid transport of CO2 generated at the anode
from the interface. Another advantage of our Si-�MEA struc-
tures is the ease in fabricating and assembling due to the fact
that the current collector, catalyst support, and fuel/oxidant
delivery structure are all integrated in one chip. Similar
electrode designs for the microscale fuel cells were reported
previously using anisotropic wet etching of Si[1,11]. The
thickness of the electrode substrate mesh can be characterized
by controlling the DRIE etching time. The thinner the Si sup-
porting structure can be made, the faster the fuel and products
can be transported to and from the electrode, but the poorer
structural integrity will be. A 50�m wide and 50�m thick
electrode substrate mesh was chosen for our Si-�MEA as a
compromise for handling strength and utility versus thinness.
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. Results and discussion

.1. Design of fuel cell electrodes

Though microfabrication techniques have been
o create the miniaturized structures for the fuel
omponents, the deposition of the catalyst layer is us
one on the electrolyte membrane by means of pain
creen-printing, and spraying inks containing a mixtur
lectrolyte and carbon-supported catalysts[12–14,26]. These
ethods are adapted from the traditionally manufacture
iffusion layer-based MEAs for large-scale PEM fuel c
nd are not typical of microfabrication processes empl

able 1
ummary of properties and characteristics of individual cells of micro
cid (FA) as the fuel

uel cell type PEM-based FC (DMFC

esign MEA components Serpentine channels
carbon cloth (3), Nafion

Assembled MEA Stack of MEA compon

peration Primary fuels MeOH or HCOOH
Fuel delivery Forced liquid feed[22]
Catalyst Pt, Pt/Ru, Pt/Pd
Fuel concentration MeOH (∼3 M), HCOOH
Operating temperature 25–60◦C
Oxidant Forced O2, quiescent ai
Product water management Possible evaporation

erformance Power density (mW/cm2) ∼100 at 0.3 V, MeOH[24
Another issue in optimizing the Si-�MEA performance
s related to the thickness of the polyimide spacer layer.
istance between the catalyst layer and the Nafion m
rane can be adjusted by the thickness of polyimide l
etermining how well the catalysts structures are in co
nd/or penetrating the Nafion membrane. Si-�MEA with

wo different thicknesses (2 and 5�m) of polyimide layers
re tested and compared using the H2 and O2 as the fuel an
xidant, respectively (vide infra).Fig. 4(c) illustrates the
EM images of Pt black catalyst directly deposited by e

roplating on the metal-covered Si grid shown inFig. 4(b).
he exploded view inFig. 4(d) suggests a high-density
eposition (dendritic Pt). The electrodeposited Pt cat

uel cells based on PEM FC and Si FC technology using methanol (Mc

AFC) Si-�MEA-based FC (Si DMFC or Si DFAFC)

rrent collector (2),
rane

Single Si die, Nafion membrane

clamping Sandwich of 2 Si dies and Nafion membrane
pressing

MeOH or HCOOH
Quiescent or forced (this work) liquid feed, vapor fe

Pt (this work), Pt/Pd
M) MeOH (1–3 M), HCOOH (5–12 M)

25◦C (room temperature)
Forced O2, quiescent air

ess H2O at cathode Possible evaporation of excess H2O at cathode

∼20 at 0.2 V, FA (non-optimized)
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Fig. 4. Images of the Si-�MEA: (a) a photograph of a completely bonded MEA; (b) SEM micrograph of the silicon electrode structure etched in DRIE; a
50�m thick electrode mesh with an array of 150�m wide square holes; (c) SEM micrograph of the Pt catalyst deposited directly onto the Au-covered silicon
mesh; (d) SEM micrograph of the electrodeposited Pt black structure with a roughness factor of about 500.

layer exhibits two distinct structures: open pore structures
on the microscale and dendritic surface structure on the
nanoscale. The dendritic growth of Pt black catalyst is not
uniform and its thickness varies from 3 to 5�m. The surface
area of these structures was determined from the area under
the H2 adsorption/desorption curve obtained with cyclic
voltammetry and then dividing this area by the catalyst load-
ing. A surface area of 9.7–12.3 m2/g was typically obtained,
which corresponds to a roughness factor of about 500.

Different ways to apply the catalyst material to form
MEAs in microscale fuel cells include evaporation, sputter-
ing, and electroplating, common techniques in the microelec-
tronic industry. The catalyst layer, commonly Pt, is sputtered
or evaporated on the polymer electrolyte membrane serving
as a current collector simultaneously[15,16]. Shah et al.
deposited electrodes and catalysts on both sides of the Nafion
membrane by sputtering using elastomeric shadow mask of
PDMS to achieve better utilization of the catalyst with very
low catalyst loading[10]. They employed a micro-patterned
electrode structure on the membrane surface of a thin layer of
catalyst (Pt or Pd) together with a thick patterned structure of
other conductive material as a current collector to minimize
series and contact resistance and to allow sufficient open
surface for reactant gas to access and diffuse through the ac-
tive catalyst sites. Sputtered catalyst, however has a very low
surface area and thus yields fewer catalytically active sites.

rent
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T the

catalyst surface, the proton would have no more than a few
microns to travel before reaching the membrane. Similarly,
upon ionization, the freed electron is conducted directly
through the catalyst and into the current collector, without
having to conduct through Nafion ink or other contact
barriers. This direct conduction path reduces the resistive
loss associated with traditional fuel cell designs.

Fabricating the current collector out of gold rather than
carbon cloth further reduces transport resistance. Carbon
cloth was first used in H2 fuel cells to carry current while
allowing the gaseous fuel, oxygen, and byproducts to diffuse
through the current collectors en route to the catalytic
surfaces at the anode and cathode. Due to the low viscosity
of H2 and O2, the resistance of transport through the carbon
cloth is very low. However, in viscous liquids, carbon cloth
can add extra resistance to transport of active species at the
anode. In our Si-�MEA, the carbon cloth is replaced with
Au and dendritic Pt, resulting in easy wetting of the metal
surfaces by liquids such as water, formic acid, and methanol.
Consequently, these fuels will easily wick through the
catalyst-covered Si grid/current collector to the PEM. The
effective surface area of the single Si-�MEA was measured
to be 0.44 cm2. A drawback of this approach is that the
Pt loading of SiFC is higher than desired, approximately
2.5 mg/cm2. A new process for Pt deposition is currently un-
der development to lower Pt loading to less than 0.5 mg/cm2.
C of
i nt
c and
f next.
D nal
P

An electroplated catalyst layer on the metal cur
ollector in our Si-�MEA exhibits some advantages ov
ther methods reviewed. The catalyst was grown on
urrent collector and then was subsequently bondin
he membrane leaving all three parts intimately conne
herefore, upon dissociation of the hydrogen ion on
urrent–voltage characteristics of cells comprised
dentical Si-�MEAs with the three different fuel–oxida
ombinations of hydrogen–oxygen, methanol–oxygen,
ormic acid–oxygen can be performed as discussed
ifferences and similarities in operation between traditio
EMFCs and the Si-�MEAs studied here are listed inTable 1.
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Fig. 5. IV (dark circle) and power density (clear circle) profiles of a Si-�FC
operating with 7 ml/min of humidified hydrogen and 7 ml/min of humidified
oxygen at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The distance between
the Au electrode and the Nafion membrane is 2�m. The error in each point
is estimated as±5%.

3.2. Performance: hydrogen–oxygen testing

The hydrogen–oxygen reactive couple has the sim-
plest and best understood reaction mechanism. Therefore,
hydrogen–oxygen tests were carried out to provide a base-
line of cells performance. Fuel cell performance was tested
with hydrogen and oxygen flow rates of 7 ml/min. Both fuel
and oxidant streams are humidified by leading the streams
through Millipore water as explained in Section2.

An open cell potential (OCP) of 1 V was measured while
operated at room temperature (Fig. 5). With the theoretical
electromotive force (EMF) of the reaction pair being 1.23 V,
the cathode overpotential can be responsible for at most
a 0.23 V drop in cell potential. Considering that the cell
is operated at room temperature, the cell performance is
comparable to other miniaturized PEM fuel cells reported
earlier[2,12]. FromFig. 5, the abrupt potential drop in the
high current regime suggests an oxygen transport limitation
on the cathode side, since on the anode side Pt black is an
excellent catalyst for H2 in anode. The electrodeposited cata-
lyst exhibits excellent wettability, which, however, generates
an excess of water on the cathode thereby blocking oxygen
transport to the catalyst. At room temperature, a maximum
power density of 35 mW/cm2 was achieved (Fig. 5) at 0.6 V.

As shown inFig. 6, different performances have been
observed for the different thicknesses of the polyimide spacer
l ygen
fl rge
i
i een
t more
i rode
i ould
t and
t rior
p nt

Fig. 6. IV curves of Si-�FCs for a different thickness of the polyimide spacer
layer between the Au electrode and the Nafion membrane under the same
operating condition: 7 ml/min of humidified hydrogen and 7 ml/min of hu-
midified oxygen at room temperature.

testing on the two liquid fuels, MeOH and HCOOH, was
performed with a Si-�MEA with a 2�m polyimide layer.

3.3. Performance: MeOH–oxygen testing

The methanol oxidation reaction at the anode has been
studied extensively, since the DMFC gained significant
attention as a special form of a low temperature PEM fuel
cell [19]. The overall reaction at the anode is

CH3OH + H2O → CO2 + 6H+ + 6e− (1)

with a number of different reaction pathways occurring to
varied degrees depending on the potential[27]. Note that
this reaction requires water to oxidize carbon to CO2, and
that CO is formed as an intermediate in the electro-oxidation
of the methanol atom. CO is a known catalyst poison, which
reduces the catalytic activity[20,27].

A Si-�MEA, identical to those used for H2–O2 tests, with
a 2�m polyimide layer, was operated with 1.25 M methanol
solution at a flow rate of 1 ml/min as the fuel and humidified
oxygen at a flow rate of 90 ml/min as the oxidant. Similar
performance characterizations were carried out with a 10 M
formic acid solution as the fuel. In these tests, the oxygen
flow rate was increased from 7 to 90 ml/min to assure that
there were no mass transport limitations at the cathode,
a . A
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t usly
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ayer under the same testing condition (hydrogen and ox
ow rates each 7 ml/min at room temperature). A la
ncrease in performance of a thinner spacer layer (2�m)
s attributed to the fact that the shorter distance betw
he Au electrode and the Nafion membrane ensures a
ntimate contact of the catalysts grown on the Au elect
nto the electrolyte membrane. Therefore, balancing sh
ake place between the height of the catalysts grown
he thickness of the polyimide layer. Due to the supe
erformance seen in the H2–O2 testing, the subseque
nd so, the cell performance would be anode limited
aximum OCP of 0.42 V was observed, while the E
f the methanol–oxygen reaction pair is 1.18 V. This
CP and an abrupt initial drop of voltage in the low cur
ensity regime suggest that the fuel cell is anode lim
maximum power density of 0.38 mW/cm2 was obtaine

t 0.15 V (seeFig. 7). Although the current densities a
ignificantly lower than in the H2–O2 case, the cell’s room
emperature performance with MeOH is much higher
he performance of other microscale DMFCs previo
eported[4,5,16]. The low performance is attributed prim
ly to the slow room temperature decomposition kinetic

eOH as well as CO poisoning of the Pt catalysts[4,20].
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Fig. 7. IV (dark circle) and power density (clear circle) profiles of a Si-
�FC operating with 1 ml/min of 1.25 M MeOH and 90 ml/min of humidified
oxygen at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The distance between
the Au electrode and the Nafion membrane is 2�m.

To overcome these issues, the cell is often operated at
higher temperature, and Pt/Ru is used as the catalyst to
avoid the CO poisoning issue[17,26]. An OCP of roughly
one-third of EMF is indicative of mixed potentials at the
electrodes, most likely due to fuel crossover to the cathode
side[4,20,21]. Employing a thicker Nafion membrane could
reduce crossover in both liquid fuel systems, although that
would also increase the internal resistance in the cell.

3.4. Performance: HCOOH–oxygen testing

Waszczuk et al.[23] and Lu et al.[24] have investigated
the electro-oxidation of HCOOH on Pt and Pt–Pd. Two pos-
sible pathways for the oxidation of formic acid on platinum
have been proposed: dehydrogenation and dehydration. The
dehydrogenation pathway in which HCOOH is directly ox-
idized to CO2 is believed to dominate over the kinetically
slower dehydration pathway, which goes through the forma-
tion of the unwanted catalyst poisoning CO intermediate. The
overall oxidation reaction at the anode is

HCOOH → CO2 + 2H+ + 2e− (2)

In the present work, the concentration of formic acid is chosen
as 10 M with a flow rate of 1 ml/min, while the humidified
oxygen is fed to cathode under the same condition as the
m 10 M
r
t and
p d
a n-
s is
a si-
t ame
c e
a t the
h e to
r to the
m

Fig. 8. IV (dark circle) and power density (clear circle) profiles of a Si-�FC
operating with 0.5 ml/min of 10 M HCOOH and 90 ml/min of humidified
oxygen at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The distance between
the Au electrode and the Nafion membrane is 2�m.

The OCP (∼0.55 V) in these formic acid FC tests is
significantly lower than the theoretical EMF of 1.45 V.
Similar to the methanol fuel cell case, this reduced OCP is
typically attributed to fuel crossover through the membrane
to the cathode by means of diffusion and electro-osmotic
drag and to catalyst poisoning. In the Si-�MEAs fabricated
in this study, thin Nafion 112TM membranes (thickness of
∼50�m) have been employed, easing the crossover of fuel
to cathode. According to literature, it is unclear, however,
whether fuel crossover is caused by the direct diffusion
of HCOOH or through the occurrence of side reactions
replacing HCOOH with MeOH, which is known to crossover
more readily than formic acid[20]. In addition, experimental
observations indicate that poisoning of the catalyst also
contributes to the low OCP in the Si-�MEA. Though the
direct oxidation of HCOOH into CO2 is favored in the anode
reaction, decomposition of formic acid into CO, a known
poisoning agent, can still occur through the second reaction
pathway for HCOOH on pure Pt catalyst[16,20]. Further
improvements to our catalyst formulation, e.g. using Pt/Pd
catalyst[23,24], can increase the HCOOH oxidation activity
and is expected to greatly improve the cell performance by
increasing both its OCP and cell current density.

Several other performance-related issues that have previ-
ously been addressed in traditional PEMFC system but have
not yet been addressed in the design and operation of the Si-
� of
O uce
m CO
f tput;
( tance
a ntact
o d or
u n of
e n act,
t nsity
o

ethanol case. Formic acid concentrations higher than
educed the OCP due to increase in cell resistance[20]. With
he HCOOH at 10 M, the OCP is approximately 0.55 V
eak powers as high as 17 mW/cm2 at 0.25 V were reache
t room temperature (seeFig. 8). The maximum current de
ity of the Si-�MEA when running on 10 M formic acid
pproximately 135 mA/cm2. These current and power den

ies at room temperature are very similar to the exact s
ell operating with 1.25 M MeOH at 60◦C demonstrating th
ttractiveness of formic acid as a fuel source. Note tha
ighly concentrated formic acid (10 M) can be used du
educed crossover at room temperature in comparison
ethanol case[20].
MEA fuel cells studied here include: (i) the exclusion
2 from the anode to supply oxygen-free fuel and to red
ixed potential at the anode; (ii) the exhaust rate of2

rom the anode, both of which can reduce the power ou
iii) the decrease in power output due to increased resis
s a result of edge collection of current and uneven co
f the catalyst-current collector on the PEM; (iv) reduce
neven fuel transport to the anode; and (v) the rejectio
xcess water from the cathode. Each of these issues ca
o some, yet unknown extent, in reducing the power de
ver that of traditional PEMFC designs.
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4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated a silicon-based microfabricated
MEA design that is expected to have certain advantages over
the traditional approach to fabrication and assembly. Mesh-
type electrode design allows faster transport of fuels and
byproducts in comparison to the traditional MEAs relying on
the pore-diffusion in the gas diffusion layer. Electrodeposit-
ing Pt catalyst directly on the gold current collector reduces
electron resistance in the cell. The performance characteri-
zation of the Si-�MEA was carried out by testing with three
different fuels: H2, MeOH, and HCOOH. As expected, the
hydrogen gas fuel cell achieved the highest power densities
of the three fuel combinations due to higher transport rates,
fast reaction kinetics, low crossover, and the absence of cat-
alyst poisoning. Microscale silicon-based PEMFCs running
on HCOOH at room temperature appear to offer a number of
advantages due to an order of magnitude faster kinetics than
MeOH, and many orders of magnitude higher energy den-
sity than H2. The use of unoptimized catalysts, a thin Nafion
112TM membrane, and various other factors limit the perfor-
mance in the two liquid fuel cases. In ongoing work, which
we will report shortly, we have been able to address some of
these limitations.
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